Inconsistencies in the genetic prediction of HDL cholesterol versus atherosclerosis.
High-density lipoprotein (HDL) is generally perceived as having a protective role with respect to cardiovascular disease. The metabolism of HDL is mediated through a complex network of apoproteins, enzymes and transfer proteins. Genetic variants within this network can increase plasma HDL, but not with uniformly beneficial clinical outcomes. The purpose of this review is to explore and propose mechanisms for these discrepant observations. Recent developments in this area include new observations of genetic variants that paradoxically increase both HDL and cardiovascular risk. Also discussed are newly observed, function-altering modifications of the HDL particle. Proposed explanations include the segregation of the genetic variants associated with the respective endpoints of plasma HDL and cardiovascular risk. Functionally impaired but quantitatively robust plasma HDL and the emerging understanding of proinflammatory HDL also may contribute to our understanding of discordant observations. Enhanced understanding of these relationships may allow a more accurate assessment of clinical risk based on plasma HDL and help explain why HDL may, in some circumstances, be an inappropriate therapeutic target.